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A name that stands for quality, durability, pride, and excellence… 

a name synonymous with tradition, dedication, and design innovation…

a family name. For over fifty years the Altman™ name has stood true as

one of the leading innovators of theatrical, architectural, film and video

lighting available on the market today.

Charles Altman, the patriarch and founder, whose spirit is still alive 

in the company today, founded the company based on the ideals of 

a top quality product available at an affordable price. Ronald Altman,

whose memory still inspires loyalty and will always live on as the

company grows. Robert Altman, a son who leads the company 

into the 21st century with state of the art innovations and high 

quality product with his father Charlie's philosophy still in mind. 

Randall Altman, a grandson, who is stride by stride with Robert

maintaining family pride in excellence. As the generations continue

through the constant pursuit of excellence, these individuals as well 

as other family members and the complete staff of employees 

(who are all treated as family members) strive to keep the family

philosophy alive with customer satisfaction, personal service, 

and a quality product that has proved to last through the test of time.

Altman…

Henry Ford once said about family: “Coming together is a beginning.

Keeping together is progress. Working together is success.”

This catalog is dedicated in loving memory of Charlie, Alice, Ronald and

Victoria Altman. May the wind always be at your back, and the sun

always upon your face, and may the wings of destiny carry you aloft to

dance with the stars.

Spectra-CYC 100’s at Faith Church, Milford, CT

Lightig Design by Kris Hodge. Photo by Bob Faubel



From receipt of customer order, our experienced

customer service representatives process orders into 

our computer system for scheduled ship dates. 

Each customer order is analyzed to insure accuracy 

and customer delivery in a fast accurate manner. 

Altman Lighting™ manufactures a full standard product

line of Theater & Stage, Television & Film, and a large

Architectural product line to accommodate every

specification. Altman Lighting specializes in custom work

which is available in all product lines. All custom work is

routed through our engineering department for review of

form, fit, and functionality. In most cases prints are

computer generated in SolidWorks 3D to aid our

technicians in the manufacturing process. Custom work

can range from building a specialty lighting fixture to a

custom paint application.

Our manufacturing process is driven by real time

customer requirements, and directly linked to our

computer guided MRP software program which

generates work flow throughout our manufacturing 

plant at different stages. Our warehouse operation

controls all raw product materials and inventories, 

twenty thousand plus component parts at any given

time. These parts are grouped and distributed by time

sequence to multiple manufacturing work centers for 

the production process of all products. The first stage 

of manufacturing starts in our fabrication department

which consists of all metal fabrication. All steel and 

metal parts are processed with state of the art

automated Lasers and CNC punching processes. 

altmanlighting.com

For over fifty years the Altman name has stood true as one of the leading innovators
of theatrical, architectural, film and video lighting available on the market today.

Altman Timeline

Manufacturing
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TRUMATIC 2020R Press—a high-precision coordinate-holing sheet-processing center with numerical program control.

USITT is founded.

Altman Lighting is founded by 
Charlie Altman based on the ideals of
a top quality product that will stand
the test of time at an affordable price.

Altman provides lighting for New
York's World Fair.

Altman Stage Lighting™ introduces Altman 
Rentals under the leadership of Ronald, 
oldest son of Alice and Charlie.

1963
1962

1960
1953

Altman helps light Woodstock with 
12 Carbon Arc Super Troopers and 
Par 64 Cans.Altman introduces the Par 64 Can for

the Rolling Stones Tour.

Altman introduces the 360Q.™

Altman provides 40 Gladiators to help light 
the bicentennial of the Statue of Liberty.

1976
1974

1969
1966



Once component steel parts are fabricated with all 

primary and secondary operations they are moved to 

our electrostatic paint operation. In this department 

steel surfaces are degreased with a high pressure wash

process, baked at a high temperature to dry and painted

on an automated conveyor system by the selected

production color. This department can produce up to

three thousand parts per day of powder coated

component parts with a superior paint finish. 

Product assembly is the next process where heavy

emphasis is placed on quality control. Departmental

managers and supervisors oversee the assembly of

production runs and are responsible for meeting

manufacturing deadlines. Altman Lighting has multiple

finished product assembly lines which are defined 

by product type. Trained technicians at Altman merge

electrical components, painted parts and assembly

experience creating high quality finished product. 

All finished products are tested, labeled and forwarded 

to our packaging department for the final step in

production. Once the finished product is packaged, it is

then grouped by customer order or put into one of our

many warehouses available for sale to our customers. 

Customer orders that are scheduled to ship are now

packaged and palletized ready for outbound shipment.

Based on the shipping method the customers requires,

carriers are notified to pick-up the completed orders and

shipments that same day will be loaded onto to trucks by

forklift for shipment. Once customer orders have shipped

from our facility, customers are notified by electronic mail

with a shipping confirmation providing them all pertinent

information required to track their personal order. 

In addition Altman offers every type of outbound shipping

available including freight forwarders for international

shipments, air freight, and delivery in the tri-state area by

our own fleet of trucks, as well as customer pick-up. 

Altman Timeline 

Manufacturing
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TruLaser 02025—high-speed laser cutting machine.

Altman becomes the dominant lighting
fixture manufacturer in North America.

Charlie Altman receives 50th Year of
Membership recognition in IATSE
Local One.

DMX512 is adopted as the USITT
Protocol Standard.

Charlie and Alice Altman receive the Lifetime
Achievement Foot Candle Award in recognition
of their extraordinary achievements for the
stage lighting and lighting design industries.

1988
1986

1980
1978

Altman retrofits the US Navy Ships 
with 700 Outdoor Par™ lights before 
the First Gulf War.

LDI in Reno Nevada is the first trade
show Altman Lighting attends.

Altman Lighting provides lighting to
the Siegfried and Roy Show at the
Mirage in Las Vegas. At the time 
it was the largest permanent
installation of theatrical fixtures 
in the world.

The Zip Strip™ is first UL listed 
MR-16 striplight.

Robert Altman becomes President of
Altman Lighting.

Altman launches a complete TV and
Film line of products.

Altman introduces the Altstar. 
The first moving light to have 360
Degree Continuous Pan and Tilt.

Charlie Altman receives the 
Wally Russell Award.

Altman introduces the 
Shakespeare® Ellipsoidal Series.

1993
1992

1991
1989

altmanlighting.com



Skilled, experienced staff using state-of-the-art equipment assures you 

of products to meet all your custom lighting needs. Altman controls all

processes in-house to meet your exact specifications and requirements.

Our design and engineering staff have worked with some of the top

lighting designers to create unique luminaries that both enhance and

illuminate the environment being shaped.

Our vast experience in producing fixtures ranges from conventional

incandescent to LED technology. Our Research and Development team 

will work with you to find the perfect solution to building an aesthetically

pleasing yet ruggedly functional luminaire.

With our state-of-the-art technology for fabrication, bending, and metal

cutting, we have the machinery in-house so that we can maintain the

tightest of tolerances and present the designer with the physical realization

of their most innovative designs.

Utilizing the latest CAD/CAM and CNC technology, with a minimal design

to finish time, Altman can insure prompt delivery. For over 50 years, 

Altman Lighting has known the importance of opening night and we 

know the importance of your deadline.

 

Custom Manufacturing
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Altman Timeline 

Altman receives the Entertainment
Design Eddy Award for the Star Par.™

Altman receives the TCI Theater
Crafts International Award for the
Focusing Cyc.™

Altman breaks into the Architectural
Lighting Market.

Altman is the recipient of Start Magazine's
Technology and Business Award for total ERP
environment complete with CRM.

Altman launches Smart-Track.™

2004
2000

1998
1997

Altman introduces the Spectra Cyc 100
and the Spectra Par 100.

Altman receives best of category awards
at Lightfair International for the ODEC
15-35z and Smart-Track System.

Altman receives Product of the Year
Award at LDI for Smart-Track System.

Altman collaborates with ESTA to launch
the “Behind the Scenes” program.

2008
2005

altmanlighting.com



Innovations

 

controls

remote addressing   laptop console touch screen preset station

Smart-Track™

Altman Architectural/ Theatrical Smart-Track Lighting System is a revolutionary way to bring digital control signals 

to addressable architectural/ theatrical luminaries without the need for dimmer packs and bulky cable runs. 

Altman Smart-Track is easy to lay out, install, and offers you the opportunity to easily create and activate new lighting

scenes time after time, all at a cost-effective price. The Smart-Track Lighting System works best with Altman Smart

IQseries luminaries. This series includes quartz, CDM, and LED light sources with built-in dimming and control.

With Smart-Track, you can dim the quartz lamps; switch the CDM lamps on and off; as well as dim and colormix 

LED sources. The unique features of Altman Smart-Track system make it the ideal solution for many applications. 

The system is suitable for retail stores, museums, churches, restaurants, clubs, and so much more. The range of

applications for Altman Smart-Track is as varied as the looks the system makes possible.

Smart-Track Lighting System

Las Vegas Natural History Museum. Lighting Designer Marc Rosenberg, CD + M Design. Photo by Michael Tucker.
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Smart-Track is a comprehensive system of components

that offers innovative solutions for transporting control

signals as well as power to individual luminaries.

Whether using simple architectural control stations; 

a laptop; or a DMX-based theatrical lighting console, 

you are in control with Smart-Track.

This heavy-duty extruded aluminum track is ideal for

demanding applications where a low-profile look is desired

but numerous luminaries are needed. 

For total flexibility, you can choose your protocol. 

Smart-Track is compatible with DMX and RDM 

(Remote Device Management). It also can be integrated

into existing systems to easily expand to a new design. 

By including the digital control signal in the track, the

Smart-Track system allows dimming, switching, and

effects to be obtained when using Altman Smart IQseries

of luminaries. With quartz and CDM luminaries with 

on-board dimming or control, as well as Altman

Spectraseries LED architectural luminaries for color

mixing, the possibilities are endless.

The Altman Smart IQseries luminaries retain their identity

and programming, even when moved to a new location. 

The designer can individually control each luminaire hung 

on the track system. 

Automated luminaries as well as DMX accessories may 

be controlled all from the Smart-Track system as well by

using the DMX outlet adapter to break DMX out of the

track. Maximum control and reduced energy costs make

Altman Smart-Track lighting system the innovative

solution for any application.

altmanlighting.com
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100 WATT SPECTRA PAR 100 LED
Catalog #: SS-PAR-100 

The SPECTRA PAR 100 is a 100 Watt par luminaire 

utilizing red, green, blue and amber LED emitters. 

Designed for theatrical and architectural applications, 

the SPECTRA PAR 100 acts as a true par lighting 

fixture complete with interchangeable VNSP, NSP, 

MFL and WFL lenses. 

The on board power supply allows for direct power input.

Data can be easily daisy chained for up to 1000 feet. 

The SPECTRA PAR 100 is compatible with both DMX 

and RDM protocols, and comes complete with a library 

of pre-programmed single colors and various color mixes. 

100 WATT SPECTRA-CYC LED
Catalog #: SS-CYC-100

The Spectra Cyc is a 100 Watt cyclorama/wall wash

luminaire utilizing red, green, blue and amber LED

emitters. Designed for theatrical and architectural

applications, the Spectra Cyc blends colors via a patent

pending LED lens which reduces pixelization from direct

view. The on board power supply allows for direct power

& data input which can be daisy chained thru 10 units.

Designed for use on 4-6' centers, individual units can be

linked side by side for greater saturation of light.

The Spectra Cyc is compatible with 

both DMX and RDM protocols,

and comes complete with a

library of pre-programmed

single colors and various color

mixes. Units are made for

floor or sky-cyc applications.

Innovations

Features:

• Red, Green, Blue & Amber 3 Watt Luxeon Rebel LED’s

• Interchangeable VNSP, NSP, MFL and WFL lenses

• On board power supply

• Feed thru data capabilities

• Compatible with DMX and RDM protocols

• Push button addressing

• Pre-programmed modes

• Die Cast aluminum housing

• E.T.L. & c.E.T.L.

• Made in the USA

Lighting design by Michael Stiller Design. Exhibit design by M. Photo by Michael Stiller. 

Features:

• Red, Green, Blue & Amber 3 Watt Luxeon Rebel LED’s

• Patent Pending LED lens

• On board power supply

• Feed thru power & data capabilities

• Compatible with DMX and RDM protocols

• Push button addressing

• Pre-programmed modes

• Light weight aluminum housing

• E.T.L. & c.E.T.L.

• Made in the USA

altmanlighting.com

LED Lights

SS-CYC-100

SS-PAR-100
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Altman Lighting continually engages in research related to product improvement. New materials, production methods, and design refinements are introduced into existing products without notice as a routine
expression of that philosophy. For this reason, any current Altman Lighting product may differ in some respect from its published description, but will always equal or exceed the original design specifications
unless otherwise stated.

All specifications are subject to change without notice. Altman™, Altman Stage Lighting™, Altman Lighting™, The Quality Of Light ®, Bringing Imagination To Light™,MMIIrage™, Shakespeare®, Micro
Ellipse™, Micro Par™, Micro Strip™, Master Ellipse™, Master Par™, Outdoor Ellipse™, Micro Flood™, Speed Cap™, 360Q™, 1KL™, Spectra Par™, Spectra Cyc™, SpectraSeries™,
Smart-Track™, Star Par™, Outdoor Par™, Luminator™, 902™, Dyna Spot™, 1000Q™, Comet™, Satellite™, Orbiter™, Orb-Kit™, Voyager™, Explorer™, Focusing Cyc™, EconoCyc™,
Zip Strip™, Q-Lite™, Travel-Lite™, Action Pac™, Model Pac™, Comm Pac™, Foto Pac™, Swing Pac™, Easy Roll™, UV-150™, UV-250™, UV-703™, UV-704™, UV-705™, & Master Spin®, are
registered trademarks of Altman Stage Lighting Company, Inc. Some of the products listed in this catalog are protected by applicable patents and patents pending. Altman Lighting will take any legal
means necessary to protect and defend its intellectual property.

©2008 Altman Stage Lighting Company, Inc. Altman Lighting, Inc. is a subsidiary of Altman Stage Lighting Company, Inc. All product information and specifications are subject to change. 
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Thank You…
From the entire Altman family, for your continued business and

support. We appreciate your choosing Altman for all of your lighting

needs. It’s your continued interest in our product line that helps to

maintain our reputation as a worldwide leader in the manufacturing

of theatrical lighting products. We look forward to serving you. 

Thanks again.

Robert Altman

President

Altman Lighting Inc.






